HEWITT-ROBOTECH J.V

Polishing systems
Dust collectors

Tabletop Polishing machines
TEM-09.002
Totally enclosed double spindle
Sealed and insulated, strong suction
Quick and easy filter replacement

Lapping machines
SL-400.006
SL-400.006EN
Speed - 3,450 rpm
Motor - 1/2 hp
Enclosed hood option (EN)

Tabletop Polishing machines
MMD-946.006
Totally enclosed single spindle
High base, heavy duty,
laminated benchtop
Speed - 3,450 rpm
Suction - 400 cfm
Motor - 3/4 hp
Dust collection unit - 1/2 hp

Floor Model Polishing machines
MMD-948.010
Totally enclosed double spindle
High base, heavy duty,
laminated benchtop
Speed - 3,450 rpm
Suction - 400 cfm
Motor - 3/4 hp
Dust collection unit - 1/2 hp

Polishing hoods
B.009
Super Flow hood

Dust collectors
Jewellers bench vacuum system
Dual filtration with one disposable vacuum bag for all solid particles, (grinding, filings etc), with one charcoal filter to capture smoke fumes.
Suction - 110 cfm
Comes with collecting unit and steel fish mouth hood.

Jewellers Task Lamps
JF-30LEB
Magnifier task lamp
22 w fluorescent bulb
5” glass three-diopter lens

Portable dust collector
ideal for bench work
Suction - 165 cfm
Internal filter to catch solid particles
Dimensions: 10”W x 18 1/4”D x 12”H

Precision machined SPINDLES
TSR-574 - 1/2” x 31/2”
SL-400-004 - 5/8” x 6” Lap
TSR-580 - 5/8” x 6”
SCR-540 - Cone Loc Arbor
MK Spindle - tapered iD x 31/2”

Floor model dust collectors
Ideal for connecting to multiple work stations
Models:
DC-800.003 - 1/2 hp - 400 cfm - stations 1-2
DC-802.003 - 1 hp - 1,000 cfm - stations 2-4
DC-804.003 - 3 hp - 1,200 cfm - stations 4-6
DC-806.001 - 7/5 HP - 2,000 cfm - stations 6-8

Jewellers Task Lamps
JF-155EB
Task lamp, 55w
dual mounting

Filter bags for all dust collectors
Inside dust collector showing filter bags

Luxi R
Water based polishing compounds, with very low residue from polishing are ideal for use with ARBE polishing machines with internal filters

For details go to www.arbemachine.com

Contact: Chris Hewitt
email: chris@hewitt-impex.co.uk
www.hewitt-impex.co.uk
Tel: 01630 698714,
Mobile: 07767 822198